Delhi polls date anytime after Jan 6

EC to publish electoral roll by Jan 1st, preparation in full swing for elections early next year

Army Chief’s view on violent protests draws Opp’s fire

Cong, CPM, AIMIM slam Gen Rawat for ‘breaching his institutional limit’

The way they are loading masses of crowds to carry and drag. On Madhu’s terms in our cities and towns... This is not leadership'

Delhi: Hussaini Lajpat Rai Society’s 11th Muharram Procession

Rahul to open National Tribal Dance Festival today

Nagaland: 37-year-old BSF jawan was killed in an encounter with NDFB, T

Decade’s last ‘ring of fire’ wows S India, clouds fog view in north

The Moon on Thursday, 22, securely caught in Earth’s shadow, was the best view of the last solar eclipse on the Asia-Pacific region.

With the Moon between the Earth and Sun during the 377th lunar eclipse, people in the northern Pacific Ocean and parts of eastern Asia could view the entire eclipse with the Moon either fully inside or partially surrounded by Earth’s shadow. In the northern Pacific Ocean, people could see the Moon as it first dipped into the Earth’s shadow. The partial lunar eclipse began at 3:56 am, Pacific Standard Time (PST), and lasted until 4:44 am.

The Moon will move out of Earth’s shadow at 5:20 am (PST) and will be partially visible as a red or orange-tinted “blood Moon” until it is fully illuminated by the Sun at 6:08 am.

The Moon will undergo a total lunar eclipse on April 5, 2023, and a partial lunar eclipse on September 28, 2023. Both eclipses will be visible from most parts of the world, with the total eclipse being visible from Africa, Europe, and the Middle East.

The Moon will be at its nearest to Earth on May 7, 2023, and its farthest on November 17, 2023. The closest point, or perigee, will be 356,399 km from Earth, and the farthest point, or apogee, will be 406,733 km.

The Moon will be at its full phase on May 14, 2023, and its new phase on May 30, 2023.

The Moon will be at its first quarter on May 18, 2023, and its third quarter on May 26, 2023.

The Moon will be at its highest point in the sky on May 16, 2023, and at its lowest point on May 20, 2023.

The Moon will be at its most illuminated on May 15, 2023, and at its least illuminated on May 21, 2023.
NIA raids activist Gogoi’s residence

After three-hour search, NIA seizes several laptop, documents, PA, debit card

India, Japan vow to deepen maritime cooperation

PTI | NEW DELHI

India and Japan have vowed to deepen maritime cooperation in the Indian Ocean region, non-military cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region, and to continue to hold the joint military exercise that has been taking place for the last 15 years.

Revamp Tiger Cells, increase numbers, NTCA advises WI

PTI | NEW DELHI

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has advised the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) to increase the number of Tiger Conservation Units (TCUs) and to revamp them.

ED attaches retired Guj cadre IAS officer assets worth ₹36 cr

PTI | NEW DELHI

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) has attached the assets worth ₹36.39 crore of a retired Guj cadre IAS officer in connection with a money laundering case under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA).

People are in poor defence: Catherine Ashton

Reuters | NEW DELHI

Archbishop of Canterbury Dr Rowan Williams has said that people are in poor defence and that the EU must be ready to act.

Mother charged of strangulating infant daughter acquitted

PTI | NEW DELHI

A woman was acquitted in a case of strangling her baby daughter.
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What can be achieved by knowing population of different states living in a state: Baghel

Last annual solar eclipse of the decade witnessed

Five Nahars give up arms in Dantewada

Artists from Ladakh, Belarus to perform today

Soni calls for better passenger facilities at Raipur airport

Cable theft shuts down operation theatres at Mekahal hospital

Venkaiha to attend annual IIA conf today

53rd Senior National Kho Kho Championship begins at Betemara

What can be achieved by knowing population of different states living in a state: Baghel
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Amanbar writes to PM for inclusion in Punjab in ₹6,000cr ‘Atal Bhujau Tojana’

Punjabi Chief Minister Captain Amarinder Singh on Thursday wrote to Prime Minister Narendra Modi for inclusion in Punjab of ₹6,000-crore ‘Atal Bhujau Tojana’ scheme.

The Punjab Chief Minister’s letter comes at a time when the Centre has approved 16 schemes out of 18 schemes proposed by the Union Home Ministry for inclusion in the scheme.

The Centre has also held the 22nd round of the high-level meeting on December 19 and during which it agreed to propose to achieve a “near-realistic” overall achievement of 90 percent of the works of these schemes for the completion of the project and to further develop in tune with the scheme.

The joint programme is the implementation of the two countries under the Protocol of Understanding on December 20, 2012.

Sonam Wangchuk, who is the co-founder of the Make in India, said: “It is a very important programme and the policymakers should consider it seriously.”

He also expressed his hope that the programme would boost the economy and provide employment opportunities.

During the joint training, soldiers on both sides had to endure cold temperatures, which was the most challenging aspect. The soldiers undertook a rigorous training exercise which included physical training, tactical training, and familiarisation with the local terrain.

The training concluded with a joint exercise that included search and rescue operations, which were conducted by both the armies.

The exercise aimed to improve the cooperation and training between the two armies and to enhance their capabilities to conduct joint operations in a complex environment.

This joint training is an important milestone in the strategic relationship between India and China, and it has helped to strengthen the ties between the two countries.

The joint training has also helped to improve the understanding and trust between the two armies, which is crucial for maintaining peace and stability in the region.
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Israel’s indicted Netanyah faces party leadership challenge

A Jerusalem district court on Tuesday heard the case of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who faces charges of bribery, fraud and breach of trust in relation to his alleged role in the Holco Group affair.

Netanyahu is accused of offering to give the group, which owns the Holco Ltd construction company, a contract in exchange for promoting a bill that would benefit the company.

The trial is expected to continue for several more days.

Meanwhile, the Blue and White party, which is likely to form the next government, has announced that it will move to oust Netanyahu from his post as prime minister once it takes office.

The party has chosen veteran politician Moshe Yaalon as its new leader.

Reactions varied on social media, with some expressing support for the move, while others criticized it as a political ploy.

The trial has been postponed until May 2020.

Trump visit to Israel

US President Donald Trump’s visit to Israel has been postponed until May 2020, according to a statement from the White House.

The statement said that the visit has been rescheduled due to the ongoing situation in the Middle East.

Trump had been scheduled to visit Israel on April 23, but the trip was postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

The US president has previously expressed interest in visiting Israel and the Palestinian territories.

He has offered to mediate talks between the two sides, but so far, no breakthrough has been achieved.

Trump’s visit to Israel is seen as an important part of his foreign policy, as he has repeatedly expressed support for Israel.

He has also been a vocal critic of the Palestinian Authority, and has promised to move the US embassy to Jerusalem.

The decision to postpone the visit comes amid tensions in the Middle East, with fighting between Israel and the Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip.

The White House has not provided a new date for the visit.

EU chief writes ‘love letter’ to Britain over Brexit

EU Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker has written a “love letter” to Prime Minister Boris Johnson, expressing support for a deal on Brexit.

In the letter, Juncker says he hopes to see a “positive and constructive” outcome to the negotiations.

He also expresses hope that the UK and the EU can work together to ensure a smooth transition following Brexit.

Juncker’s letter comes as Johnson is preparing to travel to Brussels for talks with the EU Commission.

The EU has set a deadline of October 31 for the UK to leave the union, and is seeking to negotiate a deal that will allow the UK to leave with minimal disruption.

Johnson has repeatedly said that he will negotiate a deal that will allow the UK to leave with as much freedom as possible.

He has also expressed interest in a so-called “backstop” arrangement, which would allow the UK to remain in the EU customs union and single market.

The EU has been cautious about this proposal, and has expressed concern that it could undermine the integrity of the single market.

The two sides are expected to resume talks next week, with Johnson due to hold a Cabinet meeting on Brexit later in the month.

Johnson’s government has been under pressure to fulfill its manifesto pledge of leaving the EU without a deal, but has so far struggled to negotiate a deal that would meet the demands of both sides.

The letter from Juncker is seen as a positive signal from the EU side, and is likely to be welcomed by Johnson as a sign of goodwill.

However, the EU has also been cautious about its approach, and has expressed concern that a deal could be used to undermine the integrity of the single market.

The two sides are expected to continue negotiations in the coming weeks, with Johnson due to hold a Cabinet meeting on Brexit later in the month.
The year 2019 has been of great importance to India, and the year 2020 will be of even greater importance. Not only will the Indian economy see a lot of changes, but the Indian government will also take a number of crucial decisions that will affect each citizen of the State.

Coping with winter weather challenges

As winter sets in, India witnesses a variety of weather conditions, ranging from snowfall to freezing temperatures. These conditions can pose significant challenges, especially for those living in regions with limited infrastructure and resources.

Protest peacefull

The year 2019 has seen a significant number of protests across India, with the most notable being the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) protests. These protests have been largely peaceful, with protesters voicing their concerns through peaceful means such as marches and sit-ins.

Military ties between India and China are worsening, causing significant strategic exchanges.

The CAA has sparked a series of protests across India, and the government has been swift in taking action to address the situation. However, peace and stability are the priorities of the day, and all efforts are being made to ensure that the situation remains under control.

Rakesh Singh

Chairman, National Commission for the Protection of the Rights of the Child

It's time for a change in our approach to protesting, especially in the light of the CAA protests. Peaceful protests are essential, but they must be conducted in a manner that respects the law and the rights of all parties involved.

Tripti

Assistant Commissioner (Women), Delhi Police

The government has been working tirelessly to address the concerns of the protesters, and the situation is currently under control. It is important to remember that peace and stability are the priorities of the day, and all efforts are being made to ensure that the situation remains under control.
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Lead by example

The work done by voluntary and community-based organisations to make the Koraga community believe in itself and stand up for its rights has brought tangible outcomes.

Lead by example

The Transgender Rights Act
The Transgender Rights Act indicates the many pitfalls in enacting legal frameworks without fully accounting for the realities and views of those they seek to protect.
Maha: 11 booked for kidnapping, raping 21-year-old

Kiss of Love leaders charged for sex trade

Mumbai: Thackeray-led Cabinet has six ministers (apart from the chief minister) with cabinet rank; cabinet will have 16 ministers (apart from the chief minister), Thackeray said.

Cong unhappy about portfolio allocation

Pune: Two Army jiefs killed, 5 hurt during bridge building training

Vizag to be new capital of Andhra

CJ M. Janardhan Reddy has told in all balloted, but the final call of the decision would be nullify the capital in their region. The Government has plans to set up the regional party in all elections. The YSRCP Government is likely to the shifting of the capital to Amaravati, the administration is also considering giving development and land by another five years to the existing five-year lease period. The Government will be constituted to look into the matter and the Goa capital development board will take over the government in the State, the Government has plans to set up two major industrial parks in Amaravati to provide employment to the locals. A committee will also be constituted to look into the matter.
Don't play with fire: Mamata to BJP
TMC's 5 lakh largesse to Karnataka firing victim's kin

NRC required in Bengal: Ghosh

Kolkata: West Bengal state BJP chief Dilip Ghosh on Tuesday demanded the introduction of an NRC in West Bengal as it will prevent illegal entry of Bangladeshis and help in maintaining peace.

"Looking to get favouring illegal entry of Bangladeshi Muslims," Banerjee said, "we will not allow anyone to snatch our rights. If it would be possible for us to prevent the illegal entry to protect the nation, I will do it."

Once again calling the BJP as a "vendetta" party, the BJP leader said that by joining the Delhi Assembly she made a step in the right direction.

"The BJP parties other than Delhi, the parties in the state are being plagued," Banerjee charged.

The continued Bengal West Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee's opposition to the National Register for Citizens (NRC) should not be seen as a "staging area for election thefts," the BJP leader said.

"The move is to prevent the BJP from entering the state," Banerjee said.

Ghosh told told newcomers, "We demand an NRC in West Bengal. Mamata Banerjee needs the help of the legislators, who are voting for the BJP, to stay in power.

"Let the Citizenship Amendment Act happen first then we will see what to do with NRC," he said.

Promising to meet the demands of various academic institutions, the BJP leader said that the state Government will said a delegation to meet the leaders of various central educational institutions.

"I will tell them everything about the people who have gathered in a places which are being besieged by the police," Banerjee said.

"About 300 people have been arrested," he said.

State Government has not taken any steps, said the BJP leader.

"The NRC should not be seen as a staging area for election thefts," Banerjee said.

"My father's death is not a stage for election thefts," he said.

NRC has been introduced in Assam, Nagaon and GP in order to get the votes of people in a political way," he said.

"We will not allow anyone to become the vote banks of any party," he said.

"The people of the country have to get affected, the people of the country have to get affected," he said.

"Our goal is to get the support of the people of the country," he said.

"We will never allow anyone to become the vote bank of any party," he said.
Govt agencies owing over ₹10L to AI denied tickets

Air India's current total debt is over ₹60,000 crore

PTI | NEW DELHI

A tight revenue position may rule out sops in Budget

UDB | NEW DELHI

Cautious optimism

Tight revenue position may rule out sops in Budget

UDB

Railway management service to offer five specialisations

Recruitment through UPSC: Chairman Railway Board

PTI | NEW DELHI

Railway Board Chairman CRB Yadav said that the railway’s financial position was not so good, but they had to start thinking of the future and reform in order to survive. He also appealed to all officers to be on their toes and not take any rest.

Aadhaar made mandatory for PMVVY pension scheme

Aadhaar, which has come to be known as the national identity number or unique identity number under the citizenship (amendment) act, 2015, is mandatory for all citizens who are availing the scheme.

Delay in aircraft to soar in potato crop, benefit for rabi

Fog leading to excess in potato crop, benefit for rabi

PTI | NEW DELHI

Aadhaar made mandatory for PMVVY pension scheme

On the eve of the 71st Constitution Day, Union Health and Family Welfare Minister Harsh Vardhan on Monday said that the Aadhaar number should be mandatory for all services.

DoT to seek Trai’s views on new 5G spectrum; wants sale of additional bands in 2020

DoT wants to seek Trai’s views on new 5G spectrum; wants sale of additional bands in 2020

PTI | NEW DELHI

The Department of Telecom will soon seek recommendations from experts on various issues related to 5G spectrum and how to promote its use in the country.

Bharti Axa posts 40% growth in Q1 FY20

Bharti Axa, India’s second-largest private insurance company, announced a 40% growth in its net profit during the quarter ended March 31, 2019.
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Dele Alli continues to impress under Mourinho as Spurs score second place display bright Kong

Real Kashmir down Chennai at home

Last season, players of the RFC, performed exceptionally well and scored big goals before the players hit the turf, every fan was notching them as opposition is high. The team’s电力 efficiency throughout the game. 300 kilowatt-per-hour arrangements were made in and around the scope of the football club. The Khandwala, Parak Ananta, Ranji Trophy players, Club play-

Leander wants to lead on a high at Olympics, Davis Cup: Father

Leander has been a substantial part of the Davis Cup World Group on nine occasions, but his father Prakash is not sure if the tennis ace will lead the team in the upcoming tie in Moscow.

The venue witnessed electrifying atmosphere when Steven Alzate lost his display when Steven Alzate lost his footing, I would like to see the excellent performance of Real Kashmir. The
determined run.

"I feel happy for him, sometimes you have to create your own world. This has been a wonderful experience," said Vece, a former Indian hockey player, who represented India in the 1972 Munich Olympics. Former Davis Cup coach Abhijit, who has known Leander since childhood, said it was a big loss for Indian tennis.

"It’s a wonderful victory. We all think a little bit for the nation. It’s a big loss for tennis, indeed," Bidhuri said.

"The All India Tennis Association (AITA) has also created special plan for Davis Cup. We know they have a call, we will speak to them. We will definitely get back our second player. The"" said Vece. Former Davis Cup was ranked 6th in the doubles category along with celebrated partner Mahesh Bhupathi, with whom he won three Grand Slam titles in the partnership. The pair bagged 26 doubles titles between 1997 and 2011.

India’s team announced for Over 50s Cricket WC

PTI

Australia announced in member of the 1983 World Cup winning team, who was a member of the India’s World Cup team. The team included Keat and a vice-captain of the men, P. G. Ranatunga. The country is not to play in the matches of the tournament on March 5, 2020 against England. This is the first time the team will play against a World Cup level side in the Pool D with countries like Australia, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Sri Lanka amongst others.

Bidhuri cries foul at exclusion from Olympic qualifiers’ trial

NEW DELHI: Former World Champion Biren
disqualified, which was a shock as the boxer’s exclusion was based on performance.

"I am against the arbitrary and irrational policy that has been adopted by the selection committee. I have been giving 100% ever since I have been training. There is no discrimination official, said that the boxer’s exclusion was based on performance.

The boxer was appearing in the 175 kg cat-

ALI

An alms dress at the Tokyo Olympics and Davis Cup World Group Qualifiers was on Sunday, which when he decided that 2020 would be his second year as a tennis player, he decided to have his name written in the club’s history books.
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The Nation will dance to the Tribal beats

For the Tribal culture and their identity,
An Event organized by
Government of Chhattisgarh

National Tribal Dance Festival
27-29 December 2019
Science College Ground, Raipur, Chhattisgarh

Performances in 4 categories

Each category

First Prize 20 Lakhs Rs.
Second Prize 12 Lakhs Rs.
Third Prize 8 Lakhs Rs.
Consolation Prize 1 Lakhs Rs.

More than 1300 dancers from 25 different states across the nation
Performances by artists from Sri Lanka, Belarus, Uganda, Bangladesh, Maldives, Thailand

Inaugural Ceremony - 27 Dec. 2019, 10 AM

Chief Guest
Shri Rahul Gandhi
Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha

Presided Over by
Shri Bhupesh Bhagel
Chief Minister, Chhattisgarh

Special Guests
Shri Ghulam Nabi Azad
Shri Ahmed Patel
Shri K. C. Venugopal
Ku. Meira Kumar
Shri P. L. Punia
Shri B. K. Harilal Prasad
Shri Motilal Vora
Smt. Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
Dr. Charan Das Mahant
Shri Ranjeet Singh Surjewala
Shri Kantilal Bhuria
Shri Bhikta Charan Das
Shri Anand Sharma

You are cordially Invited

In order to save the natural beauty and natural life of the world, it is our primary duty to save the folklore, to create awareness about the identity, culture and existence of the tribal society, continuously fighting for their survival and identity in the nation. The National Tribal Dance Festival is a significant initiative where various dance forms will get a platform to showcase their talent with zeal and enthusiasm, an event to establish coordination among artists, inquisitive minds and thinkers. The Government of Chhattisgarh feels proud to host the first of its kind 'National Tribal Dance Festival', a step towards reviving and showcasing the myriad shades of our Tribal Culture.

Shri Bhupesh Bhagel
Chief Minister, Chhattisgarh